
This  year our English teacher gave us some postcards and we wrote some 
poems looking them. We work in pairs.  Everything started when read the 
poem “I  wondered lonely  as  a cloud” by William Wordsworth.  He was an 
English poet who lived in the north of England near the Lake District. In the 
poem he told us about his emotion when he looked at that beautiful view. So 
we tried to do the same and write our own poems. During this activity we felt 
happy and relaxed. We didn’t pay attention to grammar but we only wrote 
what we felt when we looked at the pictures. 
This is the result of our hard work…
Enjoy it…

WAITING FOR THE SUNSET

I find myself on the river bank
Waiting for the sunset
Lying on the river bank

Waiting for my face glowing red
Like the fire passion for life in me
At last the sunset comes over me

A great calmness and peace
And I dream of a better future

Baccega Ilenia
Todos Silvano



GOD’S PARADISE

The palms are moved by the wind,
And the sun warms the gold sand

And the voices of mermaids are God’s voice.
The flowers are coloured by the colour of  LOVE.

The clouds beautify God’s paradise
And the water is protected by God’s angels

And they protect us.

Gavriç Simona
Fumagalli Vanessa

PILON

The water on my skin and the sun burns on my head
Blue sea like sapphire.

Green trees like emeralds,
The waves are talking to me

And the wind is caressing my face.
No one is here,

I’m lonely,
Lost in my world.

I’m rocked by waves of the see
now I see the paradise.

Mauro Beatrice
Bertoni Ylenia



WALKING ON A DREAM

When you look at this view
The heart is full of emotions

And you start watching the world with another eye
The blue sea is like a piece of  heaven

The trees move like real people in the wind
And the wind is like the breath of God that looks at the beauty of the earth

The sand is warm under your feet
Maybe are you walking in the clouds?

Or maybe for you everything is fantastic because you’re in love.

Ronco Valentina
Burlakov Dimitry

A PIECE OF POETRY

I feel at easy
When I look at picture like this,

It seems like a never ending vacation
Immersed in coloured environments ;

The waves break on the rocks
And they pull all my thoughts away.

The wind moves the palms
Bring away my cares of life,

In a wonderful dance.
And my heart with pleasure feels!

Bud Monica
Gagic Nikolina



YOU ARE MY PARIS

The sky is pink
And the clouds are lonely

As the love that I have for you
The city is illuminated
With the lights of love

I feel sad because you aren’t here
You are always in my thoughts

Come back to me because you are the love
That represents this city

You live in the air
You live in my heart

I’ll wait for you forever in the place
Where I met you on our first date

I miss you.

Olivieri Angie
Stocco Debora

I’ M FEELING HAPPY AND SO CALM

I’m feeling happy seeing New Port beach
Everything is smiling.

The palms fluttering and dancing following the wind
Melody

And the sea, so quiet and calm,
Give us a sense of peace and wellness.

The roofs, kissed by the sun,
Colour the landscape in a brick red

Everything is so calm...
And also my heart

lets itselfs go in that sence of peace
and so I’m feeling happy and so calm.

Silvestri Alessia
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